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Millions of school students,
college students, professors and
citizens participated in the ‘MyNEP’
competition organized by Vidya Bharati
with the aim of bringing the facts related
to the new National Education Policy
recently approved by the Cabinet. They
further enhanced their knowledge about
the National Education Policy by
participating in various competitions.
Many won prizes by participating in
different competitions. About 5 crore
people have visited the website of
MyNEP, showing the reach of this
comprehensive campaign.

‘MyNEP’ Program Concludes
Participation of Millions

The much-awaited National
Education Policy, which came out after
nearly 34 years, emphasizes providing
education keeping in mind the needs of
Indians. Broad changes in school
education, emphasis on making
education knowledge-based, multi exit /
entry points in higher education attract
everyone’s attention towards the epoch-
making change of this education policy.
National Education Policy has received
appreciation from all sections. Prime
Minister, Narendra Modi has also
assured to implement this education
policy on the ground level.
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Keeping in view the eagerness of
the people about the National
Education Policy, Vidya Bharati spread
wide awareness in the society through
the MyNEP program. MyNEP
campaign was conducted by Vidya
Bharati from 25 September to
2 October for school students,
students pursuing higher education
and general citizens in 13 languages.
The unique feature in this program was
also that those who are not directly
connected with the education sector
also took interest in this program, so
that the aspirations of the common
Indian to improve the education sector

will get wings through this
education policy. The
dream seems to be
fulfilled.

MyNEP program
was initiated by India’s
Education Minister
Ramesh Pokhriyal
‘Nishank’. Talking about

education policy, he said, that this new
National Education Policy is going to
lead us towards a focused knowledge
of Indian values. With education in line
with Indian ideas, we can create a self-
sufficient India according to our dreams
by keeping Indian values   at the center.
This education policy is one of the most
widely consulted policies in the world.

Between 25 September to
2 October, the MyNEP campaign in
13 languages   organized various
competitions like poster making, videos,
memes, letters to the Prime Minister.
The participants in these competitions
participated with great keenness and
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interest, so that the
common public’s
commitment to
knowledge-based
education system
and their interest can
be clearly seen.

Ambassadors
were created under
the MyNEP
program, which played an important
role in making the program
comprehensive through social media
etc. Since the outbreak of Corona-
Virus is currently in full swing, all these
efforts were made through online
mediums. Under this program, various
people associated with the education
sector, through Facebook Live,
presented their views on ‘how
comprehensive reforms can be done
in the education sector and how the
National Education Policy helps in
achieving those objectives’. When

these were going live on Facebook, a
large number of them were seeing live
and later the viewership of the video
made the interest of the people clear
about the event.

About 5 crore 30 lakh people got
information about MyNEP program
from MyNEP website and a total of
12,56,019 people had registered in the
program. Various competitions were
organized under this program, in which
1,32,788 entries were received. A total
of 13,19,810 certificates were given to
people for participating in various
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competitions. This competition has
been organized in a total of 33 states
and union territories. The participation
of a large number of people reflects the
success of this program.

The Prime Minister and various
Union ministers, including prominent
people from the education sector,
expressed their views about this
program and expressed their positive

attitude and appreciated the free
speech on the dissemination of
education policy facts among the
people. After the success of this
program, Vidya Bharati has pledged to
organize various programs to make
education policy more accessible.
Certainly, this effort will prove to be a
comprehensive reformer in education
sector by changing the ground reality.
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Plant Bank- A Bank For The Future Generations

Sarada Vidya Mandir (CBSE),
Raiganj has always been an institution
which has proved themselves to be the
torch bearer in various fields and has
set examples for the others to follow
and this time too it has come up with a
new and innovative project and
promises to stand by the society and
protect the mother earth through the
initiation of a bank named as PLANT
BANK, where various plants including
the rare and endangered species would
be nurtured and conserved for the future
generations. On the auspicious event
of Durga Panchami (21st Oct 2020),
the school has officially inaugurated the
long aspired and the dire needed bank
(PLANT BANK). The event was graced
by different Govt. Officials and
professors from Raiganj University and
Gour Banga University. Everyone
lauded the innovative idea of this
PLANT BANK which is the first of its

kind, initiated by any institution. And
Sarada Vidya Mandir happens to be the
pioneer and the very first institute in the
entire West Bengal to take up such an
initiative and implement it practically for
the betterment of the society at large.
The program was led forward by the
speeches given by various dignitaries
where various topics such as spreading
awareness among the masses,
promoting the values and benefits of
various medicinal plants and nurturing
and conserving the rare and
endangered species of plants were
discussed. The school had very gladly
accepted the plants gifted to the school
and has also gifted saplings to the
dignitaries present. The program ended
with a dance performance by a student
bearing the message to stop
deforestation and a pledge to create a
cleaner and greener society in times to
come.
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  "Vidya  Bharati Alumni In Social Service"
Vidya Bharati Alumni From Gujarat, Jaydipsinh Jadeja
Shares His Journey Of Fifteen Years Of Social Service

Working for Social benefit and
advancement for one’s country has no
age restrictions, nor are they bound
by finances spent. All that requires is
good intentions, dedication and
willingness to serve. 

Most Vidya Bharati alumni get
involved with some kind of social/ civil
service from a very young age and carry
on the good work throughout their life.
One such exemplary individual is Vidya
Bharati alumnus Jaydipsinh Jadeja of
Shree Sarasvati Vidya Mandir,
Madhav Nagar, Babavadi, Gujrat.
Hailing from the Mandvi in Kutch district
of Gujarat, Jaydipsinh Jadeja (2013
batch) did his schooling from Vidya
Bharati and then got admitted to Parul
University, Vadodara, where he is
presently pursuing his B.Pharm degree.

Although a student, Jaydipsinh has
experience of working in the social
sector for more than 15 years. From a
very young age he had the urge to help
others and change his society for the
better. As per his own words he ‘always
wanted to be a sponge which can

absorb all negativity from the people
who are seeking for help and wanted to
emit beautiful positive vibes‘. He felt that
the most impact can be achieved by a
structured approach towards social
service and thus set up his own NGO
along with his friend, which he
named ‘HUMAN - BEING’. Through the
NGO he raised awareness on health,
hygiene and sanitation. He took the help
of local doctors for this purpose as well,
because they were well respected and
people would listen to them. He also ran
campaigns on the importance of
environmental protection.

Later he had to shift from his
locality due to his studies to Vadodara,
and it was here that he came into
contact with ‘Akhil Bharatiya
Vidyarthi Parishad’ and became an
active member of the organisation. This
move helped him to scale up his social
activities and reach out to a bigger and
wider beneficiary base.  He started
taking an active role within the context
of the organisation and divides his time
among its various social projects. In
2020 his work was appreciated and he
became a  ‘State Executive Member ‘

Jaydipsinh has been working for
the benefit of the society for the past
15 years. He has been a volunteer with
the ‘Sangh’ for 8 years and  the last 3
years has been dedicated towards his
NGO and ABVP. According to
Jaydipsinh, now he hardly remembers
a time when he was not associated with
any social work or the other.
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For his service and nationalistic
oriented mindframe, he gave most of
the credit to his school and the values
that was imbibed in him by his teachers
since childhood. For him the national

Vidya Bharati Alumni, Sri Omveer Singh Narrates How His
Personal Struggle Led Him To Open An Ngo In Order To

Help Students Reach Their Educational Goals

heroes are his inspiration. He also
expressed his gratitude towards his
family for allowing him to study under
Vidya Bharati.

‘In life some give up in the face of
difficulties and some learn from those
difficulties and create a better world’. 

India being a developing country
and having a large population below or
just above the poverty line, many
brilliant minds fail to reach their true
potential due to lack of finances. Good
students are lost as they are unable to
complete their education. In such a
scenario it becomes the responsibility
of individuals and NGOs to lend a
helping hand to the government in order
to assist young minds to reach their
goals in life.

Hailing from a farming family from
a village in Bulandshahr in Uttar
Pradesh, Vidya Bharati alumni, Sri
Omveer Singh had witnessed the
financial difficulties that his father had
to undergo to educate him and his

brothers. It was this struggle that urged
Sri Omveer Singh to start his own NGO
that would help students from financially
weak backgrounds. 

Sri Omveer Singh is an alumnus
of Suraj Bhan Saraswati Vidya
Mandir Inter College, from where he
had passed his class 12 board
examination. After completion of his
schooling, he did his BSc in Biology from
Chaudhary Charan Singh University,
Meerut. As he was a first-hand witness
of the financial struggle that many
students face towards completion of
their education, Sri Omveer Singh
decided to start his own NGO that would
help such students. 

In 2011, he founded the
NGO ‘Sarvjan Kalyan Kendra’ that
primarily worked in skill development
among the youths to make them job
market ready, but slowly branched out
to include several social projects in the
field of environment and health as well.
Presently due to Covid 19 pandemic,
the team of ‘Sarvjan Kalyan Kendra’ is
also helping by providing grocery and
medication to the people in need. 

Alongside running his NGO
Sri Omveer Singh is also pursuing
his degree in MSW from Uttarakhand

***
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Open University (UOU) Haldwani.
 On being asked for his
suggestions to students who want to
pursue their career in
social work, Sri Omveer
Singh pointed out that
this sector has a lot of
hurdles, but if one is truly
passionate about social
service, the work can
be extremely satisfying
as well. One gets ample
opportunity to work with
different sectors of
people and help them during their time
of need.

Speaking about his experience
in his school, Sri Omveer Singh
said that the defining feature that
sets Vidya Bharati schools apart is
the culture and ‘Sanskars’ that each
student receives from their teachers.
As he is aware of the life changing
benefits of such teaching himself,
he had decided to get his child admitted
to Vidya Bharati school as well,

instead of other
English medium
schools where
his friends had
admitted their
children.

As a
c o n c l u d i n g
message he
urged all Vidya
Bharati students
to always respect

their teachers and parents and try to
follow the path   shown by them.

For more of such information visit https://www.vidyabharatialumni.org/blog
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Vidya Bharati Utsav 2020 organized by Vidya Bharati Purv Chatra aiming for
maximum Alumni registration in the Alumni portal. Kindly join us to make Vidya
Bharati Alumni the world’s largest Alumni Network. Post your beautiful moments
with schools, teachers, batchmates using the hash tag #MySchoolMyPride To
register as alumni visit: www.vidyabharatialumni.org/alumni/register

#VidyaBharati #alumni #VidyaBharatiUtsav #MySchoolMyPride #India

Month Long Campaign For Registration Of Alumni
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" Vidya Bharati in Media "
 The Power of Girl Child

Sayantani Chanda of Sarada Vidya
Mandir (CBSE) Raiganj, studying in Class
IV bagged Three Medals in District
Invitational Karate Kata Championship
2020 , Uttar Dinajpur, North Bengal. She
bagged 1 Gold and 2 Bronze in this
Competition. Vidya Bharati Family Salutes
You....
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Education can change the world...

Like our Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/vidyabharatiorg/
Vidya Bharati Akhil Bhartiya Skiksha Sansthan

Follow us on Twitter @VidyaBharati10

We have launched  the Donation Page
(www.vidyabharatialumni.org/donation) in
the Vidya Bharati Alumni Portal and Vidya
Bharati main website (http://
www.vidyabharti.net).Your support will help
Vidya  Bharati schools and students.

For your contribution visit
www.vidyabharatialumni.org/ donation.
Today Vidya Bharati Akhil Bhartiya Shiksha
Sansthan is the world’s one of the largest
educational NGOs having the largest
private network of schools in India.

Kindly share this link with your friends and family to reach this message to
thousands and request them to forward this further. Many, for sure, will come out and
support.


